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Let £-group P act faithfully on abelian group A. Then P also acts

faithfully on A, the abelian group of all linear complex characters

of A. Suppose that all orbits in A under the action of P have size

at most pe and that all orbits in A have size at most p1'. If A is a p'-

group, then a simple application of Corollary 2.4 of [2] yields \p\

^p2e and | JP| ikp21 ■ On the other hand, if A is not a p'-group, then

it is not true that \P\ is bounded by a function of pe or pf alone.

However, \P\ is bounded by a function of both pe and pf and we

show in fact that \p\ ^oh-dV+d2.

We first discuss several examples.

Example 1. Let A be elementary abelian of order pn+l generated

by yo, yi, • • • , y« and let P be elementary abelian of order pn gener-

ated by Xi, ■ • • , Xn. Define the action of P on A by xtyj = yj if ij^j

and Xiyi = yiyo- It is easy to see that all orbit sizes in A are at most p.

On the other hand, if \EA does not contain y0 in its kernel then X

has pn conjugates. Thus e = l and/ = ra and \P\ is not bounded by a

function of pe.

If we consider the induced action of P on A, then the roles of e

and / are reversed. Thus/=1, e = n and \P\ is not bounded by a

function of pf.

Example 2. Let A be elementary abelian of order pn+1 viewed as a

vector space of dimension ra + 1 over GF(£). Let P be a Sylow p-

subgroup of Aut(^4)^GL(ra + l, p). Then \p\ = £«(-+«/» and P can

be represented as the set of all lower triangular matrices over GFip)

with all diagonal entries equal to 1. This follows easily by order con-

siderations. Let xEP and aEA. Then xa=a if and only if (x —l)a = 0.

Let a be fixed. Then its centralizer in P is the solution space of ra

homogeneous equations in ra(ra + l)/2 unknowns. Thus | (Sp(fl) |

g£l(i/«n<n+i)-n) anc} [p. gp(a) ] g£». Hence all orbits have size at

most pn and it is easy to see that at least one orbit has size p". Thus

e = n. Since A=A and P is a Sylow ^-subgroup of GL(w + l, p), it

follows that also/=ra. Therefore the exponent of p in \p\ is essen-

tially a quadratic function of e and / Since the general bound ob-

tained in this paper is essentially biquadratic, there would appear to

be room for improvement.
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Now let x be fixed. Then the order of its centralizer in A is given by

pn+i-r -where r [s ine rank of the matrix (x —1). In particular, the

elements of P* (the nonidentity elements of P) with biggest central-

izers in A are those with rank (x— 1) = 1. If x is a nonidentity central

element of P then (x —1) contains only one nonzero entry and thus

rank (x — 1) = 1. Thus in this case P* contains a central element hav-

ing biggest centralizer in A.

If P does not act faithfully on A, then the kernel of the represen-

tation meets the center of P nontrivially. Thus in this case, as in

Example 2, there is a nonidentity central element x of P having big-

gest centralizer in A. One might expect that if A is a p-group, then

this fact is true in general. (It is, of course, clearly false if A is a p'-

group.) If this were the case, then some simplification would occur

in Lemma 7 and we could reduce the final bound to one whose ex-

ponent was cubic. However, as we see from the following example,

this result is not true.

Example 3. Let A be elementary abelian of order p2p. Let x and

y be the (2p) X(2p) matrices over GF(p) given by:

1 1
1

0
1

1
0

[p

0

1
x =-,

0    1 1 1

12 0 1
0

2    3 1

P

0
0

■    • (p-1)

■   (p-1) 1-1.
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"I

1     1

1    1 0

1   1

y =

o

l     l.

Then we see easily that

xp = j)    yp* = j (y> ^ j))    Xyx~x = y1+*.

Hence P = (x, y) is a nonabelian group of order p% with center (yp).

Now rank (x — l)=p — l and rank (yp — l) =p. Thus

| QkO) | = p>+> > pp = | (key) |.

This is the required counter example.

The main result of this paper is the following.

Theorem 4. Let p-group P act on abelian p-group A in such a way

that all orbits in A have size at most p" and that all orbits in A, under the

induced action, have size at most p1. Then:

(i) There exists a P-admissible subgroup B of A and an element

bEB such that SP(&) = SP(-B) and [A:B] g/^c+w

(ii) There exists a P-admissible subgroup C and A and a linear char-

acter \EC such that SP(X) = Sp(C) and [A: C] gp*<f+».

In some sense part (i) is the more natural result. However, part (ii)

indicates essentially how much information we can obtain from just

one of the two parameters involved.

We need first a generalization of Proposition 4.7 of   [l] which
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eliminates the requirement q>f. This result is of interest in itself

and we prove it more generally than needed, by not assuming that

A is a ^-group.

Lemma 5. PeZ A be an arbitrary finite abelian group and let q be the

smallest prime divisor of \A\. Let S be a finite nonempty set and let h

be a function from S to A*. Then there exists \EA such that | fe_1(ker X) |

< 1*1/8-
Proof. We proceed by induction on \A\. Let s£S and his)=a.

Since aj^l we can choose an integer ra so that a" has prime order.

Define a new function hi by hiis) =an, where, of course, ra depends

upon s. If a"(f;kerX, then certainly a^kerX. Thus it suffices to as-

sume that for each s£S, his) has prime order.

If A is not an r-group for some prime r then A = ■ zZAi where Ai

is a Sylow ^-subgroup of A. Set §>i = h~1iAi). Since A(S) contains only

elements of prime order, we have S = U§i. By induction we can find

X*£^4» with | /i_1(ker X,-) | ^ | S<| /r<^ | S,-| /q since g^r,- and with strict

inequality if Si is nonempty. Set X = JJX, so that ker X = • zZ ker X,.

Hence | A"1 (ker X)| = zZ\ h~'iker \/)\ <(l/g) ZN =(l/s)|s| and
the result follows here.

Now let Abe a. g-group and let B denote the subgroup of A com-

posed of all elements of order 1 and q. Suppose B <A. Since Z?(S)CP

we can find a linear character p of B with | A-1(ker p) I < | S | /q. Choose

\EA with X|P=£i. Then clearly |fe_1(ker X) | <|§|/g so the result

follows here.

Finally, let A be an elementary abelian g-group. If \A\ =q, the

result is clear. Now let \A\ ^g2 and let P0 be a subgroup of A oi

index q with | h"liB0) | =|3>0. By induction applied to the set /j_1(P0)

there exists a linear character p. of P0 with | A_1(ker p) \ <P/q. Let

P = ker p so that A/K is abelian of type (g, q). Denote by B0, Bu

• ■ ■ , Bq the g + 1 subgroups of A with A > Bt > K. Let

a=\h~liA-B0)\ so that a= zZl I h'^Bi-K)]. Hence for some

i^O, \h-liBi-K)\ £a/q. This implies that\h-^B/)\ =\h-liK)\
+ |/r-1(P — P)| </3/g+a/g. Let X be a faithful character of A/B{.

Then kerX = Pi and |/t_1(ker X)| <(j3+a)/g= |§|/g. This completes

the proof.

It is easy to show that the bound in the above lemma is best pos-

sible. For example, let A be elementary abelian of order g"+1, let

§> = A* and let h be the identity function. Then for all X ̂  1, | A_1(kerX) |

= gn —1. Hence

| S | / | h-'iker X) |   = (g"+1 - l)/(g" - 1) < g + 1/g-"1.

Thus the best we can guarantee in general is | §| /| Z?_1(ker X) | >q.
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Lemma 6. Let A be a finite abelian group and let q be the smallest

prime divisor of \ A \. Suppose p-group P acts on A in such a way that

the orbits in A under the induced action all have size at most pf. Let

Aa = A>Ai> ■ ■ • >An be a chain of P-admissible subgroups of A

with &P(Ai) <&P(Ai+i). Thenn<fq/(q-l)^2f.

Proof. Set G = AX„P, the semidirect product of A by P, so that

each Ai is normal in G. Set iV, = SP(^4,). For each i = l, 2, • • • , n

choose biENi and Ci£^4t-_i with a,-=(&,-, ct) =b7lcT1bici9*l. These

exist since by assumption SP(^4,)>SP(^4i_i). Set S= {1, 2, • • • , n]

and define function h by h(i) =at. By Lemma 5 there exists a linear

character X of A with | A_1(ker X) | <n/q.

Let % be a constituent of X*, the induction of X to G. Since each

Ai is normal in G, we have x\Ai = diY'i M/< where the Uj, are the tt

distinct conjugates of jun. Now /< = [G: F(jUi,-)], where T(uu) is the

inertia group of uu and T(uu)^A, so ti is a power of p. Say ti = p".

Clearly s0 ̂ /.

Let X be the irreducible complex representation associated with x

and let £(-4,-) denote the linear space spanned by X(AA. Clearly

£(AA^D£(Ai+i) and dim £(AA =tt. If <zt(£ker X, then a^ker x-
Thus X(N/) centralizes £(4,-) but not £(J4<_i) and so s,_i>5i. Since

So^fandsn^O, it follows that ^-/r^kerX)! g/. Then

n =   | S |   =   | S - /rx(ker X) |  +  | hr1 (ker X) |   < / + n/q.

Thus n<fq/(q-1)^2/.
We now assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 4 are satisfied.

Lemma 7. (i) Suppose that for all aEA, <Ep(a)> {l}. Then there

exists a nonidentity normal subgroup Mi of P with [A: (&a(Mi)]

g£e<e+i) (ij) Suppose that for all \EA, SP(X) > {1}. Then there exists

a nonidentity normal subgroup M2 of P with [A: (&a(M2) ] ^ptv+1K

Proof. We prove both parts at the same time. Thus we consider P

acting on a group B in such a way that all orbits have size at most pd.

Here B = A and d = e for Part (i) and B = A and d =/ for Part (ii).

It clearly suffices to assume that pd is in fact the maximum orbit

size. If \P\ ^pd, then certainly there exists bEB with &P(F) = {l}.

Thus \P\ }zpd+l and we can choose N normal in P with | iV| —pd+l.

Let 3 = {Xi} contain one generator for each subgroup of N of order p.

Then | CS f ̂ (pd+1-l)/(p-l)<pd+\ Let bEB. Since <SP(&)>{l}, it
follows that for some i, x<£SP(6) so that bE&b(xA. Thus B = UEb(x,).

Choose y£3 with |£B(y)| ^|Si?(x,)| for all xt£3. Then counting

elements in the above union, we have | B \ < \ ©s(y) | pd+1. Since B is a

p-group, this yields \b\ ^ | Ss(y) |pd.
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If B =A, then [A : gA(y) ] ̂ pd. Now let B = A. Since A is abelian,

the map a—>a_1y(a) is an endomorphism. The kernel is clearly S^(y)

and we denote the image by iy, A). \i\EA, then X" = X if and only

if ker X3(y, A). Thus |Si(y)| =[A: iy, A)] = \&A(y)\ and hence
[^4 : S^(y) ] ̂ pd in this case also.

Let M = yp. Then if is normal in P, AfV {1} and MQN. Hence

| M\ ±spd+1 and M= (yi, ■ ■ ■ , yj) where the ys arej^d+1 conjugates

of y. Clearly [A: GLt(ys)] ̂ pd and since @a(A0 =nSA(y») we obtain

finally [A: &A(M)] ^'W-u.

We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 4. The proofs of Parts

(i) and (ii) differ only in which part of the above lemma we apply.

Thus we will consider only Part (ii). We show by induction on |P|

that there exists a chain of P-admissible subgroups A0 = A >Ai>A2

> ■ ■ • >An with [At: Ai+i] £pr<t+» and M^O <Gp(^*+i)- In addi-

tion there exists X£4„ with (Sp(X) = £pG4„).

If P does not act faithfully then K = Q£piA)> {l} and we apply

induction to P/K. Thus it suffices to assume that P is faithful. If

there exists X£.4 with Ep(X) = {l} then we can take An = A0 and

the result follows. Thus we can assume that for all X£^4, £p(X) > {1}.

Therefore by Lemma 7 (ii) there exists nonidentity normal subgroup

M of P with [A : <£*(ilf) ] g^»+". Set 4i = 6A(M)^so that 6P(4i) DM
> [l] =gP(.40). Now P/Af acts on Ax. If mG^i then there exists

X£vi* with X| Ai=p. Thus the conjugates of p. are the restrictions of

conjugates of X. Hence all orbits in Ai under the action of P/M have

size at most pf. Clearly this result follows by induction.

Now by Lemma 6, n<fp/ip — l)^2f. Thus if we set C = An, the

theorem is proved.

We now turn to the results discussed in the introduction.

Theorem 8. PeZ p-group P act faithfully on abelian group A in such

a way that all orbits in A have size at most pe and that all orbits in A,

under the induced action, have size at most pf.

ii)  If A is a p'-group, then \P\ ^p2e and \P\ ^p2f.

(ii) In any case \P\ ^p^+»2v+»\

Proof. Suppose first that A is a p'-group. By Corollary 2.4 (iii) of

[2] there exists aEA with | SP(a) | ^|P|1/2. Thus p'^ [P: SP(a)]

;> P|1/2 and p2e^\P\. Since P also acts faithfully on A we get

pv'^\P\.
Now let A be an arbitrary finite abelian group. Then A =^4i+^42

where ^4i is its Sylow p-subgroup and A2 is its Hall ^'-subgroup. Let

K = &piA/). Then K is normal in P and P/K acts faithfully on A\.

Since K acts faithfully on A2 we have \K\ ^p2e and \K\ ^pv.
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We apply Theorem 4 to the action oiP/K = Pi on A i. Let N = <5Pl (B)

or Ar=SPl(0 according to which part of that theorem we apply. Let

[Ai: <S.Al(N)]=p*. Then z^2e(e + l)/from Part (i) and z^2f(fA-l)

from Part (ii). Now Ai/(&Ai(N) has z generators {a*} in Ai and since

[N: &N(ai)]^pe we see that [N: &N(Ai)]g,pze. Hence | N\ ^p" since

N acts faithfully. Finally since N is the centralizer of an element,

[Pi: N] ^pe from Part (i) and [Pi: N]^pf from Part (ii). Thus

log, \P\   £ 2e(e Ar l)fe + e + 2e,

and

log, \P\  ^ 2f(f A-l)fe A-f A-2f.

Certainly the smaller of these two bounds is less than 2(e + l)2(/+l)2.

Thus the result follows.

Applying the above to each Sylow subgroup of G we obtain the

following.

Corollary 9. There exists an integer valued function k with the

following property. If group G acts faithfully on abelian group A, then

\G\ ^k(m, n), where m is the maximal orbit size in A and n is the

maximal orbit size in A under the induced action.
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